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Why is What’s My Line? TV star and Pulitzer-Prizenominated investigative reporter Dorothy Kilgallen one of
the most feared journalists in history? Why has her
threatened exposure of the truth about the JFK
assassination triggered a cover-up by at least four
government agencies and resulted in abuse of power at
the highest levels? Denial of Justice—written in the spirit
of bestselling author Mark Shaw’s gripping true crime
murder mystery, The Reporter Who Knew Too
Much—tells the inside story of why Kilgallen was such a
threat leading up to her unsolved murder in 1965. Shaw
includes facts that have never before been published,
including eyewitness accounts of the underbelly of
Kilgallen’s private life, revealing statements by family
members convinced she was murdered, and shocking
new information about Jack Ruby’s part in the JFK
assassination that only Kilgallen knew about, causing her
to be marked for danger. Peppered with additional
evidence signaling the potential motives of Kilgallen’s
arch enemies J. Edgar Hoover, mobster Carlos Marcello,
Frank Sinatra, her husband Richard, and her last lover,
Denial of Justice adds the final chapter to the story
behind why the famous journalist was killed, with no
investigation to follow despite a staged death scene.
More information can be found at
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www.thedorothykilgallenstory.com.
An investigation of the assassination of Robert Kennedy
details the events of June 5, 1968, and discusses
evidence suggesting that convicted assassin Sirhan
Sirhan did not act alone and may have been part of a
conspiracy.
In A Lie Too Big to Fail, longtime Kennedy researcher (of
both JFK and RFK) Lisa Pease lays out, in meticulous
detail, how witnesses with evidence of conspiracy were
silenced by the Los Angeles Police Department; how
evidence was deliberately altered and, in some
instances, destroyed; and how the justice system and
the media failed to present the truth of the case to the
public. Pease reveals how the trial was essentially a
sham, and how the prosecution did not dare to follow
where the evidence led. A Lie Too Big to Fail asserts the
idea that a government can never investigate itself in a
crime of this magnitude. Was the convicted Sirhan
Sirhan a willing participant? Or was he a mind-controlled
assassin? It has fallen to independent researchers like
Pease to lay out the evidence in a clear and concise
manner, allowing readers to form their theories about this
event. Pease places the history of this event in the
context of the era and provides shocking overlaps
between other high-profile murders and attempted
murders of the time. Lisa Pease goes further than
anyone else in proving who likely planned the
assassination, who the assassination team members
were, and why Kennedy was deemed such a threat that
he had to be taken out before he became President of
the United States.
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get people talking about the issues and questions we
face as a country!
The big daddy of the conspiracy books on the JFK
assassination, and one that can't be taken lightly. A
sheer tour de force that may be the final word until
2039--when government files on the case can be
unlocked.--Kirkus Reviews
Pulitzer Prize Finalist: “By far the most lucid and
compelling account . . . of what probably did happen in
Dallas—and what almost certainly did not.” —The New
York Times Book Review The Kennedy assassination
has reverberated for five decades, with tales of secret
plots, multiple killers, and government cabals often
overshadowing the event itself. As Gerald Posner writes,
“Fifty years after the assassination, the biggest casualty
has been the truth.” In this first-ever digital edition of his
classic work, updated with a special comment for the
fiftieth anniversary, Posner lays to rest all of the
convoluted conspiracy theories—concerning the mafia, a
second shooter, and the CIA—that have obscured over
the decades what really happened in Dealey Plaza on
November 22, 1963. Drawing from official sources and
dozens of interviews, and filled with powerful historical
detail, Case Closed is a vivid and straightforward
account that stands as one of the most authoritative
books on the assassination of John F. Kennedy.
Richard Belzer and David Wayne are back to set the
record straight after Dead Wrong; this time they’re going
to uncover the truth about the many witness deaths tied
to the JFK assassination. For decades, government
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Like most people, Richard and David were initially
unsure about what to make of these ‘coincidences’.
After all, events don’t “consult the odds” prior to
happening; they simply happen. Then someone comes
along later and figures out what the odds of it happening
were. Some of the deaths seemed purely coincidental;
heart attacks, hunting accidents. Others clearly seemed
noteworthy; witnesses who did seem to know something
and did seem to die mysteriously. Hit List is a fair
examination of the evidence of each case, leading to
(necessarily) different conclusions. The findings were
absolutely staggering; as some cases were clearly linked
to a “clean-up operation” after the murder of President
Kennedy, while others were the result of ‘other forces’.
The impeccable research and writing of Richard Belzer
and David Wayne show that if the government is trying to
hide anything, they’re the duo who will uncover it.
New York Times bestselling authors Dan Abrams and
David Fisher bring to life the incredible story of one of
America’s most publicized—and most surprising—criminal
trials in history. No crime in history had more
eyewitnesses. On November 24, 1963, two days after
the killing of President Kennedy, a troubled nightclub
owner named Jack Ruby quietly slipped into the Dallas
police station and assassinated the assassin, Lee
Harvey Oswald. Millions of Americans witnessed the
killing on live television, and yet the event would lead to
questions for years to come. It also would help to spark
the conspiracy theories that have continued to resonate
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of America’s beloved president, few would remember
the bizarre trial that followed three months later in Dallas,
Texas. How exactly does one defend a man who was
seen pulling the trigger in front of millions? And, more
important, how did Jack Ruby, who fired point-blank into
Oswald live on television, die an innocent man?
Featuring a colorful cast of characters, including the
nation’s most flamboyant lawyer pitted against a toughas-Texas prosecutor, award-winning authors Dan
Abrams and David Fisher unveil the astonishing details
behind the first major trial of the television century. While
it was Jack Ruby who appeared before the jury, it was
also the city of Dallas and the American legal system
being judged by the world.

The people of America were not satisfied that
Lyndon B. Johnson’s presidential inquiry into the
murder of President John F. Kennedy in 1963 had
revealed the truth. This inspired a ‘people's
investigation’, the nature and the scale of which
were unequalled. It was the beginning of a quest to
establish the truth which has so far taken 50 years
and which still goes on. Who Killed Kennedy? is an
exhaustive account of that quest, through the eyes of
a historian who has been involved in it from the very
beginning. It is a story of treachery, lies, deceit and
murder. As the investigation has progressed over the
years, the revelations have been breathtaking, the
facts staggering and the real story so dramatic that
fiction simply cannot equal it.
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In this exciting new book, the author lays the
groundwork for establishing the conspiracy to
assassinate President Kennedy by providing critical
details regarding the election of Jack Kennedy and
how his subsequent actions in office so offended a
number of powerful men and agencies that they then
had the motive to plan and carry out his
assassination. Through careful examination of
evidence, including the Warren Commission Report
itself, the author lays out the details of the
assassination. Paying close attention to the weapon
supposedly used by Lee Oswald, Oswalds actual
movements, the wounds that Kennedy suffered, and
statements provided by witnesses, the author
establishes that Lee Harvey Oswald did not kill
President Kennedy and that Kennedy suffered a
minimum of three wounds from a minimum of three
bullets coming from three different directions.thus a
conspiracy! This book then moves to its critical
juncture where it points out the Warren Commission
Report omissions, unsubstantiated conclusions, and
conclusions in direct contradiction with the very
evidence it collected! From the evidence, the author
then constructs his complete scenario of how the
assassination occurred and who perpetrated it. He
then explains how Lyndon Johnson and J. Edgar
Hoover could manipulate and control the Warren
Commission to report that Lee Harvey Oswald
assassinated President Kennedy. He concludes his
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book with a provocative proposal to conduct a new
investigation, exhume President Kennedys body,
and firmly establish the truth of the conspiracy
beyond all reasonable doubt. Read this book and
learn the truth about how the American nation was
deceived and duped by its highest government
officials and agencies.
Ever since President John F. Kennedy was gunned
down in Dallas fifty years ago, various theories have
swirled around what was a key event in American and world - history. Whatever the conclusions of the
US official Warren Report - that the President had
been assassinated by a lone gunman, Lee Harvey
Oswald - many people doubt that to be true. Indeed,
President Nixon later admitted on tape that the
report was 'a hoax committed on the American
people.' John Hughes - Wilson, a former colonel in
British Intelligence, set out in 2007 to go through the
millions of words and thousands of pieces of
evidence, to put together an intelligence jigsaw of
what really happened that dreadful high noon in
Dallas in 1963. The result is a dramatic exposure of
what actually took place and a clear indication that,
while some of the pieces of that jigsaw may be
missing, the truth is emerging. While the US Federal
Archive still keeps a million documents relating to the
case under lock and key, it is beyond reasonable
doubt that Jack Kennedy was the victim of a plot to
remove the President of the United States. John
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Hughes - Wilson highlights the facts behind why
Marilyn Monroe had to be silenced, LBJ's corrupt
secrets, the Kennedys' secret Cuban coup plans,
how the mafia manipulated politicians and the CIA,
and how the assassination was covered up. Reading
this book no one can be in any doubt that JFK's
death was not at the hands of a lone deranged
gunman, but a deadly plot to remove a President
who threatened vested interests at home and
abroad.
Late in his life, former president Lyndon B. Johnson
told a reporter that he didn’t believe the Warren
Commission’s finding that Lee Harvey Oswald acted
alone in killing President John F. Kennedy. Johnson
thought Cuban president Fidel Castro was behind it.
After all, Johnson said, Kennedy was running “a
damned Murder, Inc., in the Caribbean,” giving
Castro reason to retaliate. Murder, Inc., tells the
story of the CIA’s assassination operations under
Kennedy up to his own assassination and beyond.
James H. Johnston was a lawyer for the Senate
Intelligence Committee in 1975, which investigated
and first reported on the Castro assassination plots
and their relation to Kennedy’s murder. Johnston
examines how the CIA steered the Warren
Commission and later investigations away from
connecting its own assassination operations to
Kennedy’s murder. He also looks at the effect this
strategy had on the Warren Commission’s
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conclusions that assassin Lee Harvey Oswald acted
alone and that there was no foreign conspiracy.
Sourced from in-depth research into the “secret
files” declassified by the JFK Records Act and now
stored in the National Archives and Records
Administration, Murder, Inc. is the first book to
narrate in detail the CIA’s plots against Castro and
to delve into the question of why retaliation by Castro
against Kennedy was not investigated.
Who Really Killed Kennedy?50 Years Later:
Stunning New Revelations About the JFK
AssassinationPost Hill Press
A major work of documentary history–the brilliantly
edited and annotated transcripts, most of them never
before published, of the presidential conversations of
Lyndon B. Johnson regarding the Kennedy
assassination and its aftermath. The transition from
John F. Kennedy to Johnson was arguably the most
wrenching and, ultimately, one of the most bitter in
the nation’s history. As Johnson himself said later,
“I took the oath, I became president. But for millions
of Americans I was still illegitimate, a naked man
with no presidential covering, a pretender to the
throne….The whole thing was almost unbearable.” In
this book, Max Holland, a leading authority on the
assassination and longtime Washington journalist,
presents the momentous telephone calls President
Johnson made and received as he sought to
stabilize the country and keep the government
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functioning in the wake of November 22, 1963. The
transcripts begin on the day of the assassination,
and reveal the often chaotic activity behind the
scenes as a nation in shock struggled to come to
terms with the momentous events. The transcripts
illuminate Johnson’s relationship with Robert F.
Kennedy, which flared instantly into animosity; the
genuine warmth of his dealings with Jacqueline
Kennedy; his contact with the FBI and CIA directors;
and the advice he sought from friends and mentors
as he wrestled with the painful transition. We
eavesdrop on all the conversations–including those
with leading journalists–that persuaded Johnson to
abandon his initial plan to let Texas authorities
investigate the assassination. Instead, we observe
how he abruptly established a federal commission
headed by a very reluctant chief justice of the
Supreme Court, Earl Warren. We also learn how
Johnson cajoled and drafted other prominent
men–among them Senator Richard Russell (who
detested Warren), Allen Dulles, John McCloy, and
Gerald Ford–into serving. We see a sudden
president under unimaginable pressure, contending
with media frenzy and speculation on a worldwide
scale. We witness the flow of inaccurate
information–some of it from J. Edgar Hoover–amid
rumors and theories about foreign involvement. And
we glimpse Johnson addressing the mounting
criticism of the Warren Commission after it released
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its still-controversial report in September 1964. The
conversations rendered here are nearly verbatim,
and have never been explained so thoroughly. No
passages have been deleted except when they
veered from the subject. Brought together with
Holland’s commentaries, they make riveting, hugely
revelatory reading.
An all-encompassing analysis of the assassination of
JFK and its surrounding conspiracy theories draws
on forensic evidence, key witness testimonies, and
other sources to explain what really happened and
why conspiracy theories have become so
popularized.
As seen on Tucker Carlson Tonight, Hannity, and
CNN! In Silent No More: How I Became a Political
Prisoner of Mueller’s “Witch Hunt”, New York
Times bestselling author of Killing the Deep State
Jerome R. Corsi, Ph.D. meticulously details the
psychological torment he was subjected to in what
the media has simply called, “The Mueller
Investigation.” In late 2018, in an FBI closed
conference room with no windows, Dr. Corsi was
confronted for hours upon hours at a time by detailed
questioning about events that occurred in 2016. Dr.
Corsi’s inquisition was worthy of the Gestapo or
KGB, designed to break even the most cooperating
witness. Over a period of two months, three of
Mueller’s top prosecutors and an army of FBI
agents—up to nine government officials at a
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time—questioned Dr. Corsi with his attorney, David
Gray. Throughout this harrowing ordeal, Dr. Corsi
handed over his personal computers, his cell phone,
all of his email accounts, his Twitter account, and his
Google account. Finding no “smoking gun,”
Mueller’s prosecutors blew up the meetings. Dr.
Corsi refused to lie to the prosecutors to give them
the ammunition they needed to prosecute Roger
Stone, and as a result he was told he would be
charged with a criminal offense for lying to the FBI
and the Special Prosecutor. At seventy-two years of
age, Dr. Corsi was subjected to extreme mental
anguish, imagining that he may never see his family
again as a free man. Rather than conducting an
honest investigation, Mueller’s Special Prosecutors
reinforced a prefabricated narrative aiming to charge
President Trump with Treason. Silent No More: How
I Became a Political Prisoner of Mueller’s "Witch
Hunt" exposes the inner workings of this
governmental escapade, and clearly states why
Mueller has no case against the President. Dr. Corsi
creates a compelling case indicating that the entire
matter is an investigation in search of a crime—to
force lying testimony from witnesses if that’s what it
takes to achieve Deep State political objectives.
The Deep State isn’t finished trying to destroy President
Donald Trump—they’ve only just begun. Coup d’Etat blows
the lid off the Deep State’s efforts to prevent the Trump
presidency, disrupt his agenda, and prevent his reelection. In
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learn: • The
truth behind Robert Mueller’s
Special Counsel baseless investigation. • The identity of the
Trump cabinet member who proposed wearing a wire to take
down Trump. • How the FBI entrapped members of the
Trump team—and how they unsuccessfully tried the same with
Corsi. • How the Democratic establishment faked evidence of
Russian interference. • The truth behind Julian Assange’s
arrest, and what the Deep State wants to prevent him from
exposing. • How the FBI abused FISA law to spy on
Trump—and how they tried to hide it. • Mueller’s continued
coverup that the media refuses to report. This is the book the
Deep State and the media don’t want you to read.
Reconstructs the authors' search for the truth about the
Kennedy assassination and charges the Los Angeles Police
Department and the FBI with closing their eyes to a sinister
conspiracy
On November 8, 1985, 18-year-old Tom Odle brutally
murdered his parents and three siblings in the small southern
Illinois town of Mount Vernon, sending shockwaves
throughout the nation. The murder of the Odle family remains
one of the most horrific family mass murders in U.S. history.
Odle was sentenced to death and, after seventeen years on
death row, expected a lethal injection to end his life.
However, Illinois governor George Ryan’s moratorium on the
death penalty in 2000, and later commutation of all death
sentences in 2003, changed Odle’s sentence to natural life.
The commutation of his death sentence was an epiphany for
Odle. Prior to the commutation of his death sentence, Odle
lived in denial, repressing any feelings about his family and
his horrible crime. Following the commutation and the
removal of the weight of eventual execution associated with
his death sentence, he was confronted with an unfamiliar
reality. A future. As a result, he realized that he needed to
understand why he murdered his family. He reached out to
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Dr. Robert
Hanlon,
a neuropsychologist
who had examined
him in the past. Dr. Hanlon engaged Odle in a therapeutic
process of introspection and self-reflection, which became the
basis of their collaboration on this book. Hanlon tells a
gripping story of Odle’s life as an abused child, the life
experiences that formed his personality, and his tragic
homicidal escalation to mass murder, seamlessly weaving
into the narrative Odle’s unadorned reflections of his
childhood, finding a new family on death row, and his belief in
the powers of redemption. As our nation attempts to
understand the continual mass murders occurring in the U.S.,
Survived by One sheds some light on the psychological
aspects of why and how such acts of extreme carnage may
occur. However, Survived by One offers a never-been-told
perspective from the mass murderer himself, as he searches
for the answers concurrently being asked by the nation and
the world.
A riveting historical narrative of the shocking events
surrounding the assassination of John F. Kennedy, and the
follow-up to mega-bestselling author Bill O'Reilly's Killing
Lincoln More than a million readers have thrilled to Bill
O'Reilly's Killing Lincoln, the page-turning work of nonfiction
about the shocking assassination that changed the course of
American history. Now the iconic anchor of The O'Reilly
Factor recounts in gripping detail the brutal murder of John
Fitzgerald Kennedy—and how a sequence of gunshots on a
Dallas afternoon not only killed a beloved president but also
sent the nation into the cataclysmic division of the Vietnam
War and its culture-changing aftermath. In January 1961, as
the Cold War escalates, John F. Kennedy struggles to
contain the growth of Communism while he learns the
hardships, solitude, and temptations of what it means to be
president of the United States. Along the way he acquires a
number of formidable enemies, among them Soviet leader
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Dulles, director of the Central Intelligence Agency. In addition,
powerful elements of organized crime have begun to talk
about targeting the president and his brother, Attorney
General Robert Kennedy. In the midst of a 1963 campaign
trip to Texas, Kennedy is gunned down by an erratic young
drifter named Lee Harvey Oswald. The former Marine Corps
sharpshooter escapes the scene, only to be caught and shot
dead while in police custody. The events leading up to the
most notorious crime of the twentieth century are almost as
shocking as the assassination itself. Killing Kennedy
chronicles both the heroism and deceit of Camelot, bringing
history to life in ways that will profoundly move the reader.
This may well be the most talked about book of the year.
"We appreciate Roger Stone, he is one tough cookie." President Trump The sensational New York Times bestseller,
now in paperback. Find out how and why LBJ had JFK
assassinated. The Man Who Killed Kennedy: The Case
Against LBJ hit the New York Times bestseller list the week of
the 50th Anniversary of the assassination of President John
F. Kennedy. Consummate political insider Roger Stone
makes a compelling case that Lyndon Baines Johnson had
the motive, means, and opportunity to orchestrate the murder
of JFK. Stone maps out the case that LBJ blackmailed his
way on the ticket in 1960 and was being dumped in 1964 to
face prosecution for corruption at the hands of his nemesis
attorney Robert Kennedy. Stone uses fingerprint evidence
and testimony to prove JFK was shot by a long-time LBJ hit
man—not Lee Harvey Oswald. President Johnson would use
power from his personal connections in Texas, from the
criminal underworld, and from the United States government
to escape an untimely end in politics and to seize even
greater power. President Johnson, the thirty-sixth president of
the United States, was the driving force behind a conspiracy
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to murder
President
Kennedy
on November 22, 1963. In The
Man Who Killed Kennedy, you will find out how and why he
did it. Legendary political operative and strategist Roger
Stone has gathered documents and uses his firsthand
knowledge to construct the ultimate tome to prove that LBJ
was not only involved in JFK’s assassination, but was in fact
the mastermind. Skyhorse Publishing, as well as our Arcade
imprint, are proud to publish a broad range of books for
readers interested in history--books about World War II, the
Third Reich, Hitler and his henchmen, the JFK assassination,
conspiracies, the American Civil War, the American
Revolution, gladiators, Vikings, ancient Rome, medieval
times, the old West, and much more. While not every title we
publish becomes a national bestseller, we are committed to
books on subjects that are sometimes overlooked and to
authors whose work might not otherwise find a home.
The assassination of President John F. Kennedy was an
appalling and grisly conspiracy. In this unvarnished story,
Kaiser shows that the events of November 22, 1963, cannot
be understood without fully grasping the two larger stories of
which they were a part: the U.S. government’s campaign
against organized crime, which began in the late 1950s and
accelerated dramatically under Robert Kennedy; and the
furtive quest of two administrations to eliminate Fidel Castro.
This book brings to light the complete, frequently shocking,
story of the JFK assassination and its aftermath.
Assassination? Conspiracy? Evidence of the shocking truth is
finally revealed. 'Shocking new details' - Herald Sun On 22nd
November 1963, the 35th president of the United States,
John Fitzgerald Kennedy, and his wife Jackie were taking part
in a presidential motorcade through Dallas. Thousands lined
the streets cheering; others hung out of windows to catch a
glimpse of the much-loved First Lady and President.
Suddenly, the unthinkable: three shots - bang...bang, bang Page 16/26
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rang out.
In front
of the world,
John F Kennedy was fatally
wounded. Lee Harvey Oswald was caught. But did he fire the
fatal bullet? Who REALLY killed JFK? Fifty years after the
tragic events in Dallas, JFK: The Smoking Gun solves the
ultimate cold case. With the forensic eye of a highly regarded
ex-cop, Colin McLaren gathered the evidence, studied 10,000
pages of transcripts, discovered the witnesses the Warren
Commission failed to call, and uncovered the exhibits and
testimonies that were hidden until now. What he found is far
more outrageous than any fanciful conspiracy theory could
ever be. JFK: The Smoking Gun proves, once and for all, who
did kill the President. 'A compelling case' - The Australian
'Comprehensive and compelling' - Newcastle Herald
This work has been selected by scholars as being culturally
important and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as
we know it. This work is in the public domain in the United
States of America, and possibly other nations. Within the
United States, you may freely copy and distribute this work,
as no entity (individual or corporate) has a copyright on the
body of the work. Scholars believe, and we concur, that this
work is important enough to be preserved, reproduced, and
made generally available to the public. To ensure a quality
reading experience, this work has been proofread and
republished using a format that seamlessly blends the original
graphical elements with text in an easy-to-read typeface. We
appreciate your support of the preservation process, and
thank you for being an important part of keeping this
knowledge alive and relevant.
In this exciting new book the author lays the groundwork for
establishing the conspiracy to assassinate President
Kennedy by providing critical details regarding the election of
Jack Kennedy and how his subsequent actions in office so
offended a number of powerful men and agencies that they
then had the motive to plan and carry out his assassination.
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William Later
Manchester's
epic
definitive account of President
John F. Kennedy's assassination--now restored to print in a
new paperback edition. As the world still reeled from the
tragic and historic events of November 22, 1963, William
Manchester set out, at the request of the Kennedy family, to
create a detailed, authoritative record of the days immediately
preceding and following President John F. Kennedy's death.
Through hundreds of interviews, abundant travel and
firsthand observation, and with unique access to the
proceedings of the Warren Commission, Manchester
conducted an exhaustive historical investigation,
accumulating forty-five volumes of documents, exhibits, and
transcribed tapes. His ultimate objective -- to set down as a
whole the national and personal tragedy that was JFK's
assassination -- is brilliantly achieved in this galvanizing
narrative, a book universally acclaimed as a landmark work of
modern history.
Almost nothing gives rise to more national intrigue than the
murder of an American president. And on November 22,
2013, the nation remembered the 50th anniversary of one of
the most traumatic events in modern American history, the
assassination of President John F. Kennedy. From day one,
the truth behind JFK’s assassination has been mired in
controversy and dispute. The Warren Commission,
established just seven days after Kennedy’s death, delved
into the who, what, when, and where of the tragedy, and over
the course of the following year compiled an 889-page report
that arrived at the now widely contested conclusion: Lee
Harvey Oswald was the sole assassin. In Who Really Killed
Kennedy?, No. 1 New York Times best-selling author Jerome
R. Corsi, Ph.D., provides readers with the ultimate JFK
assassination theory book.
"Last Second in Dallas reveals new forensic discoveries since
2000 that overturn previously accepted "facts" about the
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assassination
President
F. Kennedy: that at least
some the bullets recovered from the scene were not
specifically tied to Lee Harvey Oswald's rifle; that the two-inch
forward movement on Zapruder slides Z 312 and Z 313 was
an optical illusion, and so the shot in Z 313 came from the
grassy knoll; that there were two shots to the President's
head that hit in the final second of the assassination; and that
the Ramsey Panel's 1982 analysis of acoustic evidence was
fundamentally flawed. Together they provide undeniable
evidence that JFK was killed in a crossfire. An established
figure in the realm of JFK assassination studies, Thompson
combines the story of this investigation with numerous
personal anecdotes as he walks the reader through his
experience of the assassination, his subsequent publications
on the event, his lengthy gap in publication on the topic, and
his return to the evidence. The work itself focuses on the
forensic evidence and does not offer any conspiracy theories
or ad hominem attacks. More than 250 photographs, charts,
tables, and diagrams support the book's central argument,
including the best-quality reproductions of the Zapruder film
ever created. Two appendices in the book present scientific
analysis conducted by Thompson and acoustics experts Dr.
James E. Barger and Richard Mullen"-The New York Times bestselling and extraordinary true story
of the critical events leading up to and following the
assassination of President John F. Kennedy, as told by the
Secret Service agents who were firsthand witnesses to one of
America’s greatest tragedies. The Secret Service. An elite
team of men who share a single mission: to protect the
president of the United States. On November 22, 1963, these
men failed—and a country would never be the same. Now, for
the first time, a member of JFK’s Secret Service detail
reveals the inside story of the assassination, the weeks and
days that led to it and its heartrending aftermath. This
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extraordinary
is a moving,
intimate portrait of dedication,
courage, and loss. Drawing on the memories of his fellow
agents, Jerry Blaine captures the energetic, crowd-loving
young president, who banned agents from his car and often
plunged into raucous crowds with little warning. He describes
the careful planning that went into JFK’s Texas swing, the
worries and concerns that agents, working long hours with
little food or rest, had during the trip. And he describes the
intensely private first lady making her first-ever political
appearance with her husband, just months after losing a
newborn baby. Here are vivid scenes that could come only
from inside the Kennedy detail: JFK’s last words to his tearful
son when he left Washington for the last time; how a sudden
change of weather led to the choice of the open-air
convertible limousine that day; Mrs. Kennedy standing bloodsoaked outside a Dallas hospital room; the sudden
interruption of six-year-old Caroline’s long-anticipated
sleepover with a friend at home; the exhausted team of
agents immediately reacting to the president’s death with a
shift to LBJ and other key governmental figures; the agents’
dismay at Jackie’s decision to walk openly from the White
House to St. Matthew’s Cathedral at the state funeral. Most
of all, this is a look into the lives of men who devoted their
entire beings to protecting the presidential family: the stress
of the secrecy they kept, the emotional bonds that developed,
the terrible impact on agents’ psyches and families, and their
astonishment at the country’s obsession with far-fetched
conspiracy theories and finger-pointing. A book fifty years in
coming, The Kennedy Detail is a portrait of incredible
camaraderie and incredible heartbreak—a true, must-read
story of heroism in its most complex and human form.
Introduction John Fitzgerald Kennedy, the thirty-fifth
President of the United States, was assassinated at 12:30 pm
Central Standard Time on Friday, November 22, 1963, in
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Dallas, Texas.
Kennedy was fatally shot while
traveling with his wife Jacqueline, Texas Governor John
Connally, and the latter's wife, Nellie, in a Presidential
Motorcade. The ten-month investigation of the Warren
Commission of 1963-1964 concluded that the President was
assassinated by Lee Harvey Oswald acting alone and that
Jack Ruby acted alone when he killed Oswald before he
could stand Trial. These conclusions were initially supported
by the American public; however, polls conducted from 1966
to 2004 found that as many as 80 percent of Americans have
suspected that there was a plot or cover-up. Contrary to the
Warren Commission, the United States House Select
Committee on Assassinations (HSCA) in 1979 concluded that
President John F. Kennedy was probably assassinated as a
result of a conspiracy. The HSCA found both the original FBI
investigation and the Warren Commission Report to be
seriously flawed. While agreeing with the Commission that
Oswald fired all the shots which caused the wounds to
Kennedy and Governor Connally, it stated that there were at
least four shots fired and that there was a "high probability"
that two gunmen fired at the President. No gunmen or groups
involved in the conspiracy were identified by the committee,
but the CIA, Soviet Union, Organized Crime and several other
groups were said to be not involved, based on available
evidence. The assassination is still the subject of widespread
debate and has spawned numerous conspiracy theories and
alternative scenarios. I do not know who planned the
assassination, nor who fired the shots. But I am convinced
there was a conspiracy. This book is about John F. Kennedy
visit to Texas in 1963 and the detailed timeline of events
before, during, and after his assassination. Chapters
includes: Timeline of Kennedy Assassination, Fatal Day
Players, Photos of the Crime Scene, Dealey Plaza
Witnesses, Who Really Killed JFK? A New View of Old
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JFKJerome
Legacy, JFK
Funeral, JFK Last Speech in Ft.
Worth and CIA Director withheld information about JFK.
Therlee Gipson
Former Director of Central Intelligence R. James Woolsey
and former Romanian acting spy chief Lt. General Ion Mihai
Pacepa, who was granted political asylum in the U.S. in 1978,
describe why Russia remains an extremely dangerous force
in the world, and they finally and definitively put to rest the
question of who killed President Kennedy on November 22,
1963. All evidence points to the fact that the
assassination—carried out by Lee Harvey Oswald—was
ordered by Soviet Premier Nikita Khrushchev, acting through
what was essentially the Russian leader’s personal army, the
KGB (now known as the FSB). This evidence, which is
codified as most things in foreign intelligence are, has never
before been jointly decoded by a top U.S. foreign intelligence
leader and a former Soviet Bloc spy chief familiar with KGB
patterns and codes. Meanwhile, dozens of conspiracy
theorists have written books about the JFK assassination
during the past fifty-six years. Most of these theories blame
America and were largely triggered by the KGB disinformation
campaign implemented in the intense effort to remove
Russia’s own fingerprints that blamed in turn Lyndon
Johnson, the CIA, secretive groups of American oilmen,
Howard Hughes, Fidel Castro, and the Mafia. Russian
propaganda sowed hatred and contempt for the U.S. quite
effectively, and its operations have morphed into many forms,
including the recruitment of global terror groups and the
backing of enemy nation- states. Yet it was the JFK
assassination, with its explosive aftermath of false conspiracy
theories, that set the model for blaming America first.
A breathtaking and dramatic account of the JFK
assassination by the NEW YORK TIMES bestselling author of
CHASING LINCOLN'S KILLER! In his new young-adult book
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assassination,
James Swanson will transport
readers back to one of the most shocking, sad, and terrifying
events in American history. As he did in his bestselling
Scholastic YA book, CHASING LINCOLN'S KILLER,
Swanson will deploy his signature "you are there" style -- a
riveting, ticking-clock pace, with an unprecedented eye for
dramatic details and impeccable historical accuracy -- to tell
the story of the JFK assassination as it has never been told
before.The book will be illustrated with archival photos, and
will have diagrams, source notes, bibliography, places to visit,
and an index.
A tale based on the JFK assassination follows Jackie's
journey from her departure for Dallas through her eventual
return to the White House after the president's death and is
interspersed with the stories of such characters as a
motorcycle cavalcade officer, an onlooker who caught the
shooting on film, and servants helping to plan the funeral.
Original.
Thinking Critically About the Kennedy Assassination uses the
tools of critical thinking, historical research, and philosophical
inquiry to debunk the many myths and conspiracy theories
surrounding JFK's shocking and untimely death. As we
approach the sixtieth anniversary of the violent public
assassination of President John F. Kennedy, over half of all
Americans surveyed continue to believe that he was killed by
a conspiracy involving multiple assassins. Through its
reasoned and detailed analysis of the content and evolution
of JFK conspiracy narratives, this book also serves as a
comprehensive case study of paranoid reasoning and
modern mythmaking. The book's opening chapters lay out the
official academic consensus concerning the Kennedy
assassination (better known as the Lone Gunman Theory)
and discuss the origins of popular interpretations of
Kennedy's life and death, such as the nostalgic myth of
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Camelot,
the unsympathetic
Irish Mafia narrative, and the
many conspiracy theories critical of both. Subsequent
sections scrutinize the alleged motives of leading conspiracy
suspects, the ballistic, forensic, and medical evidence related
to JFK's murder, and the most popular proofs of an enduring
government cover-up. The book concludes that no clear
evidence exists to suggest that JFK was the victim of a
conspiracy and ends with a discussion of the causes and
consequences of paranoid thinking in contemporary public
discourse. This volume will appeal to students of history,
politics, psychology, and cultural and media studies, and to a
broader audience interested in American history, critical
thinking, and conspiracy thinking.
The obsessed and evil Gory Gary is determined to trap the
raccoons and other animals of the Big Thicket and to capture
King Benjamin, Supreme Ruler of the Sagittarians.
Examines the strongest alternate theories regarding the
assassination of John F. Kennedy, including theories
involving the mob, the CIA, Cuban radicals, Lyndon Johnson,
and right-wing extremists.
In 1967, a Baltimore man named Howard Donahue began
investigating the assassination of President John F. Kennedy.
Like countless Americans, Donahue was fascinated by the
events in Dallas. But what separated him from other amateur
sleuths-and even the Warren Commission's experts- was a
lifetime's experience with guns and ballistics.In Mortal Error,
Bonar Menninger chronicles Donahue's twenty-five-year
investigation of President Kennedy's death, and the stunning
revelation his work produced. In crisp, rapid-fire prose,
Menninger relates one of the greatest true-life detective
stories ever told. More importantly, he offers solutions to
questions that have haunted America for more than 50
years.Complete with 15 forensic diagrams, photos and
illustrations-including images from the crime scene and the
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deeply into every angle of the Kennedy assassina- tion. It
examines the infamously controversial Warren Report,
various the- ories surrounding the shooting, and previously
undisclosed forensic and ballistic clues to build a case for the
clearest, most plausible explanation yet about the events of
that historic day in Dallas.
The inside story of Lee Harvey Oswald's path to killing John.
F. Kennedy. Reissued to mark the 50th anniversary of the
Kennedy assassination, Marina and Lee is an indispensable
account of one of America's most traumatic events, and a
classic work of narrative history. In her meticulous, at times
even moment by moment, account of Oswald's progress
toward the assassination, Priscilla Johnson McMillan takes us
inside Oswald's fevered mind and his manic marriage. When
Marina, only a few weeks after giving birth to their second
child, hears of Kennedy's death and discovers that Lee's rifle
is missing from the garage where it was stored, she knows
that her husband has killed the President. McMillan came to
the story with a unique knowledge of the two main characters.
In the 1950s she had worked for Kennedy and had known
him well for a time. Later, working in Moscow as a journalist,
she interviewed Lee Harvey Oswald during his attempt to
defect to the Soviet Union. When she heard his name again
on November 22, 1963, she said, "My God! I know that boy!"
Marina and Lee was written with the complete and exclusive
cooperation of Oswald's Russian-born wife, Marina
Prusakova, whom McMillan debriefed for seven months in the
immediate aftermath of the President's assassination and her
husband's nationally televised execution at the hands of Jack
Ruby. The truth is far more compelling, and unsettling, than
the most imaginative conspiracy theory. Marina and Lee is a
human drama that is outrageous, heartbreaking, tragic,
fascinating. . . and real. From the Trade Paperback edition.
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The best-selling
author ofRThe
Commission: The Uncensored
History of the 9/11 Investigation offers a groundbreaking new
history of the Kennedy assassination.
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